Music - Knowledge Organizer - Year 9: Making Music (2)
Chords and Keys
29.

30. A chord is any combination of three or more pitch classes that sound simultaneously
31. A three-note chord whose pitch classes can be arranged as thirds is called a triad.
32. Major Key - A major scale is a diatonic scale. The sequence of intervals between the
notes of a major scale is: Tone, Tone, Semitone, Tone, Tone, Tone, Semitone
33. Minor Key - There are three variations of the minor scale: natural, harmonic and
melodic.
34. In the natural minor scale, all scale degrees are the same as the relative major.
For example, in the "A minor natural scale", the notes are A-B-C-D-E-F-G.
In a harmonic minor scale, the 7th note is raised a semitone, both ascending and
descending (A-B-C-D-E-F-G♯).
In a melodic minor scale, the 6th and 7th notes ascending are raised a semitone (A-BC-D-E-F♯-G♯), and descending, the 6th and 7th notes are natural (A-B-C-D-E-F♮-G♮).
35. Relative keys are the major and minor scales that have the same key signatures,
meaning that they share all the same notes but are arranged in a different order of
whole steps and half steps (tones and semitones).
A pair of major and minor scales sharing the same key signature are said to be in a
relative relationship.
36. A bassline is the term used in many styles of music, such
as jazz, blues, funk, dub, electronic, or classical music for the lowpitched instrumental part or line played by a rhythm section instrument such as
the electric bass, double bass, cello, tuba or keyboard.

Roles in the Music Industry
37. Session Musician - a freelance musician hired to play at live performances or
recording sessions.
38. Music Producer - a Music Producer writes, arranges, produces and records songs for
other artists or for their own musical projects.
39. Music journalist - a person who writes music criticism and reports about music topics.
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Note Values/Notation
Scales
1.

Semiquavers ¼ beat each

2.

Single Semiquaver Note

3.

Single Semiquaver Rest

4.
5.

Two Semiquaver notes
Dotted Notes - when a dot is

6.

Dotted Minim

7.

Dotted Crotchet

8.

Dotted Quaver
¾ beat
Tie - an arched line joining two

9.

added to a note it makes the note
half as long again.

22.

23.

3 beats
1½ beats

notes to add together their value.

24.

10. Sharp

play the immediate note
to the right.

11.

Flat

play the immediate note to

the left.

12. Naturals

play the note

normally

13. Time Signature

25.

14. Key Signature
15. Chromatic
16. Diatonic

Elements of Music

26.

17. Texture – How many sounds
18. Structure – The musical plan
e.g.
Chorus
Verse
Intro
Bridge
Ending/Outro/Coda
19. Melody/Tune
20. Harmony
21. Disharmony/Dissonance

27.

28.

